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Eaton graduates head out to
make their mark on the world
By Kelsey Kimbler

their contribution to the
graduates’ lives. Future
military graduates led the
OXFORD —Eaton
pledge of allegiance. The
High School graduated
Eaton High School Choir
158 students during the
performed two different
commencement ceremony selections.
on Saturday, June 1.
Superintendent Jeff
Of those students, 57
Parker addressed the
percent plan on furtherstudents on the history
ing their education, 25
of Eaton High School and
percent plan on entering
the graduates who came
the workforce, and seven before them. He recogpercent plan on entering
nized all those who have
the military.
graduated from Eaton
Of those students planCommunity Schools and
ning to further their eduall Eaton Community
cation, they have chosen
Schools staff. He spoke
32 different universities
about the mark all graduand colleges in 10 different states. The two most ates leave on Eaton Community Schools and the
popular choices were
mark the Class of 2019
Miami University and
will make on the world
Indiana University East.
moving forward.
Scholarships were
“Now it is time to begin
received by 65 students,
leaving
your mark on the
which is 38 percent of the
world.
How
you leave
class. The total accepted
your mark, or what mark
scholarship amount
you leave, is your choice.
of $571,225, which is
approximately $9,000 per It will be influenced by
others, but make no misstudent. The four year
take, it is your choice.
accepted total amount
How you leave your mark,
was $2,040,050, which
or what your mark looks
equals $31,800 per stulike, will depend on what
dent.
you decide matters most
Principal Scott Couch
in your life every day,”
recognized parents,
families, and staff for
Parker said.

kkimbler@registerherald.com

“My prayer for each
and every one of you
is that you decide that
God, family, country, and
treating all human beings
regardless of where they
come from with the
utmost respect are what
matters most in your life.
Finally, even though today
is about you, I think we
would be remiss if we did
not recognize the faculty
and staff of Eaton Community Schools for the
influence they have had
on each of these graduates.
“Eaton graduating Class
of 2019, your futures are
bright and I am looking
forward in future years to
seeing and hearing about
the mark you leave. May
God bless each of you as
you commence this next
step.”
Class of 2019 graduate
Abigail Liddy introduced
both the salutatorian and
the valedictorian.
Brennan Fogle was
this year’s salutatorian.
During his address, he
thanked his friends and
family for their impact in
his life. He also thanked
his band director for his

Congratulations
Class of 2019!!!
Good Luck!
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help.
“Without everyone I
mention, I don’t know
who I would be today or
what I would be doing,”
he said. “I would like to
leave you all with a little
quote I found. ‘I see now
that the circumstances of
one’s birth are irrelevant.
It is what you do with the
gift of life that determines
who you are.’ This quote
comes not from a world
leader or celebrity, but
it comes from Mewtwo
from the movie “Mewtwo
Strikes Back.”
“Even though these
words were spoken from a
fictional, floating cat monster, I think they are very
true. We were all born
in Eaton, Ohio, but we
are all choosing to pursue something different,
something unique that
makes them who they are.
It doesn’t matter where
you’re from, or who you
are told you are, if you
choose to make this life,
this gift, amazing, then it
will be. Good luck everybody, use your gift of live
to do amazing things.”
Valedictorian Andrew
Collins imparted some

wisdom onto this classmates, urging them to
do what they love and be
kind along the way.
“Soon we will move
forward attempting to be
adults and make a difference in this chaotic world.
There are going to be so
many decisions to make
in the future. This might
seem a bit overwhelming
and maybe even scary. I
won’t claim to know how
to face the many challenges that we will encounter
in our future, but I have
some advice. Be kind to
one another, and do what
you love,” he said.
“I am sure we have all
heard this before, but I
want us to really understand it and apply it to
our lives. To be kind is
to respect and serve others. Every day offers us
an opportunity to affect a
person’s life. Be the positive influence that makes
someone’s day. Say please
and thank you, smile, or
pay for a stranger’s meal.
These small actions can
leave a lasting impact in
other’s lives. Not only is it
important to be kind, but
also to love what you do.

“Find your passion and
create something great
with it. If you haven’t
discovered you passion
yet there is no need to
worry. We all have a purpose whether we find it
when we are 18 or when
we are 50. This is your
opportunity to explore
the world and open new
doors. Be bold and take
risks. If you are confident
that you have found your
calling use it to help others. Many might think
that their passion insn’t
beneficial to society, but
there are ways it can be.
Be creative!
“Find ways to implement it into your life and
others’. Create opportunities, enjoy yourself, make
make other people’s lives
better. We are the future
and we have an amazing
opportunity to change
this world for the better.
I would like to thank God
for blessing the class of
2019. I know that he will
be watching over us in the
next chapter of our lives.
Congratulations graduates.”
Reach Kelsey Kimbler at 937-6834061 or on Twitter @KKimbler_RH
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2019 Eaton Graduates
Nina Rose Albinus
Isaac Thomas Alderman
Johnathan Eric Altom
Ella Rose Back
Aleah Jean Bates
Owen Zachary Kerler Baumann
Brayden Tyler Beachler
Haleeann Elizabeth Beason
Addie Danielle Bell
Darius Rondell Benton
Gabrielle Ann Best
Chase Allen Lane Bettker
Andrew James Bitner Jr.
Anna Katelynn Black
Ashlynn Paige Black
Tyler Alexander Bogard
Matthew Daniel Bowers
Seth Montgomery Bowman
Madison Laree Bradburn
Mackenzie Jade Braughton
Cameron Maia Bricker
Kelsey Renee Brock
Jonathon Avery Bronson
Andrew Carl Brooks
Morgan Ashley Brooks
Cole Thomas Bulach
Savannah Lynn Burgess-Flack
Michael Shin Caden
Kayla Jeanne Campbell
Brooke Michelle Caplinger
Julianna Chandler
Emma Nicole Charles
Dylan Thomas Chelgren
Nathaniel Bryan Clark
Laura Elizabeth Clyburn
Ansleigh Victoria Coates
Jenna Gale Cohorn
Kirsten Leeann Cole
Logan Robert Coleman
Andrew Michael Collins

Granville Walter Combs III
Kayla Rheanna Mallory Conley
Brandon Michael Cottingim
Wyatt Kennedy Cox
Hunter James Cuyler
Autumn JUliet Daily
Gregory Edward Drillien
Emily Erin Dungan
Tatus Bliss Durbin
Alyssa Kay Dushney
Tyler Jonathon Earley
Jared Tyler Emrick
Lydia Bae Fadden
Breanne Nichole Falldorf
Andrew Michael Ferguson
Destiny Lynn Flack
Brennan Christopher Fogle
Tyler James Ford
Noah Lyle Foust
Angelica Galariana
Nathan Ray Gard
Annika Mae Gels
Mary Elise Gething
Kaleb Clarance Gibson
Courtney Darlene Giffen
Samantha Marie Gramaglia
Lauren Elizabeth Green
Eric Brennan Halderman
Arica Elaine Hamilton
Gavin Joseph Harshman-Spencer
Isabelle Lin Heggs
Dalton Lee Hickman
Samuel James Hickman
Emma Lee Ann Hicks
Adriana Claire Hodapp
James Crawford Howard
Joshua David Hubbard
Christoffer Thomas Hudgel
Nicholus Christopher Imhoff
Asia Sabrina Johnson

Mackenzy Leanne Kendel
Taryn Michele Kiracofe
Joshua Wesley Kropelin
Madison Paige Lakes
Kevin Lam
Haley Ravin Lawson
Shuan David Lesh Jr.
Abigail Nicole Liddy
Zechariah Matthew Jacob Long
Isaac Leroy Manning
Ciara mae Martin
Ashlynn Rose McKee
Madison Marie Meredith
Claire Danielle Meyer
Krysten Elaine Mikesell
Ava Elizabeth Miller
Adam Jacob Minton
Shania Myah Mohamed
Wade Allen Monebrake
Kylee Marie Moore
Rebecca Camryn Mowen
Savannah Marie Noah
Jared William Noel
Dylan Lane Noland
Jacque Marie Owen
Lucas Daniel Parks
Tyler Cole Pence
Kylee Ann Phenis
Tyler Sue Pittman
Caleb Allan Puckett
Alisha Renee Rader
Jaxon Kai Reynolds
Timothy Ray Ritchie
Camryn Cruz Rivero
Drake Lander Roberts
Isaac Preston Rohrer
Sarena Yan Lixue Rohrer
Logan Keith Rose
Cameron Daniel Schmidt
Aaron Curtis Scholl

Caring Neighbors.

Dakota Pauline Scolastico
Brinna Michelle Selby
Andrew James Sharpe
Brandon Matthew Sharpe
Ian Michael Short
Brandon James Sipple
Quinlyn Rose Sittloh
Logan Damian Sizemore
Gideon Walker Smith
Jacob Dale Smith
Mason Allen Smith
Nicholas Scott Smith
Rachel Jo-Ann Snead
Alysa Mae Sorrell
Madalyn Kay Staight
Jackson Riley Steward
Skyler Chance Straszheim
Dylan Alexander Suding
Taelyn Victoria Tabor
Taylor Nicole Tabor
Maley Sue Tinstman
Jordan Michael Turner
Logan Christine Unger
Bridget Marie Vanzant
Ryan Daniel Venable
Marilynn Paige Wagers
Zachary Ray Warren
Riley Elizabeth Washington
Christopher Coleman Weadick
Adam Thomas Webb
Sidney Marie Werts
Jada Elizabeth Williams
Tayla Michele Leigh Wilson
Tucker Douglas Wilt
Harley Joseph Wolf
Matthew Michael Wright
Trayce Wayne Wysong
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78 students graduate from
National Trail High School
By Kelsey Kimbler

Quintin Spence.
Macel Stowers gave the
opening invocation.
NEW PARIS — “We
Principal McKnight
entered high school as
welcomed the students
supposedly one of the
and their families by
worst classes and in the
recognizing the hard
span of four years we
work and commitment all
became one of National
seniors exhibited over the
Trail’s strongest classes
past several years. Superthat excels in academintendent Robert Fischer
ics, athletics, and school
also addressed the
spirit,” National Trail
crowd, congratulating the
Valedictorian Elizabeth
students on the compleMelton said during the
tion of their high school
school’s commencement
careers and sharing his
ceremony held Friday,
wisdom and advice to
May 24.
those gathered.
NTHS said farewell to
“Graduation is always a
78 seniors. The new grad- special night — it is the
uates were congratulated culmination of 13 years
on their successes and
of school and opens the
given advice for the next door to a right of passage
chapter in their lives.
to launch you into a new
The NTHS Class of
time in your life. For your
2019 earned numerous
parents, friends, and staff
awards and honors over
at National Trail, it is a
the course of the year.
time to reminisce about
The class earned over
how far you’ve come and
half a million dollars in
stress, again, their hopes
scholarships, according
and expectations for your
to school administrators. future,” Fischer said.
As of graduation, the
“During this early time
exact amount earned was in your life, our team
$623,100. According to
hopes that we’ve helped
High School Principal
you build tenacity and
Brian McKnight, this is
work ethic that will help
$200,000 more than last
drive you to succeed
year.
and be the best each and
Of the 78 graduating
every day. Further, as
seniors, 55 plan to cona school, we hope that
tinue their education at
we’ve helped you realize
a two or four year postthe importance of setting
secondary option, nine
a goal and finding ways to
students are planning to
reach this goal. As a class,
go into the workforce,
your legacy will always
nine students are undelast in the hallways based
cided, and five students
on your accomplishments
have enlisted to join the
that you created in the
United States Armed
classroom, on the athletic
Forces.
arena, or on the stage,”
To begin the ceremony, he said.
Cheyenne Gillett per“However, it is your
formed the National
individual character that
Anthem, before the stuwill always be rememdents who pledged their
bered for years to come,”
commitments to various
Fischer continued. “That
branches of the United
character is a trait that
States Military led the
will not only leave your
crowd in the Pledge of
mark at National Trail,
Allegiance. Students
but will also go with you
as you continue to move
entering the military
towards whatever steps
included Jesse Biser,
life takes you towards
Lane Hurd, Hunter Lee,
next. As you continue
Rockiesha Sedeno, and

kkimbler@registerherald.com

with your future, remember that you have not
reached this point alone.
Over the years you’ve
had much support and
guidance along the way.
From your family, as evidenced here tonight, your
friends, and of course
the National Trail Local
School staff.
“As you move along
in life, you will remember the stories about
their influence, you will
remember their unique
characteristics, and you
will always remember the
stories that took place
in and out of the school
day. Because of these
experiences, we hope you
will be a better person
and we hope that you
will continue to grow as
an individual because of
the impact each of these
individuals have on you,”
Fischer concluded.
The Advanced Steel
Band performed “Hallelujah” before Valedictorian
and Senior Class President Melton presented
her student address.
“We entered high
school as supposedly one
of the worst classes and
in the span of four years
we became one of National Trail’s strongest classes
that excels in academics, athletics, and school
spirit. The students in
our class are some of the
most hardworking people
I’ve ever met. They consistently are looking to
better themselves, their
grades, and our school
while somehow balancing
extra-curriculars and or
part-time jobs,” she said.
“Our dedication to academics is proof we have a
drive to succeed. I believe
the true accomplishment
our class always exhibits
is the high involvement
of our students. Our
involvement is evident
is the extra-curriculars
National Trail offers.
There are many seniors
who are involved a hand-

ful of clubs and athletics,
many of our students are
leaders in FFA, National
Honor Society, Art Club,
Renaissance Club, and
Captain Varsity athletics. The Class of 2019
has made Trail different because we have an
unstoppable drive. We
have high aspirations to
become pediatricians,
teachers, members of the
military, engineers, nurses, police officers, graphic
designers, construction
workers, doctors, entrepreneurs, lawyers, and
many many more. While
some of our dreams may
change, I know that the
Class of 2019 will somehow impact the world,”
Melton continued.
“On that inspirational
note, fellow graduates,
go and conquer the
world. I implore you to
do something that you
love, because there are
many people who never
get the chance to. And
my final farewell to our
community, we are all
so grateful to the time
you have invested in us.
Thank you.”
Salutatorian Savanna
Abner also had an opportunity to address her
peers.
“Graduation is an awkward time because it is
a part of our lives where
we are torn between the
joy of memories and the
excitement of our future.
The majority of us, and
probably some teachers
and administration, have
patiently awaited this
day since we entered
high school. The day
that seemed like it would
never come has finally
arrived and we just want
to hit pause. We want to
slow it down and enjoy
these last moments we
have with each other,”
she said.
“When we walk across
the state today to receive
our diplomas, we close
the final chapter of our

2,379 day journey together. The journey has not
always been easy, but the
Class of 2019 has created
one full of memories. I
can assure you that none
of us will ever forget
our time here. Are we
there yet? Questions like
these are what we used
to bombard our parents
with as little kids in the
backseat of their cars,
not so patiently waiting
to arrive at wherever we
were going.
“We were often too
focused with the destination that we forgot to
enjoy the journey. Now
as most parents would
answer with a simple yes
or no, or simply ignore
their kids, there was
always a response like,
‘Don’t make me turn that
car around.’ The Class of
2019 is that kid. We are
here today to celebrate
our accomplishments and
anxiously awaiting our
futures, but we would
be kidding ourselves if
we said we didn’t face
roadblocks or overcome
setbacks,” Abner said.
“Class of 2019, we did
it. Although we have
reached the point in our
lives where we make the
decision to change our
paths, never forget the
memories we have created on our journey. One of
the greatest gifts you can
give yourself, right here
right now, is to commit
to the journey and not to
the outcome. Don’t spend
your time focusing on the
destination, enjoy every
minute you have, because
we know all too well that
the destination is not
always guaranteed.
“I truly believe that the
Class of 2019 has left an
impact on National Trail
and I truly believe every
single person in these
seats will make an impact
on the world in one way
or another.”
Guest speaker Misti
Foust-Cofield, a National

Trail alumna from the
Class of 1995, had the
opportunity to share her
life story with the graduating seniors, imparting
advice to them along the
way. She spoke of her
experience at National
Trail, her journey through
school, and the path she
took in her career and
personal life.
“Graduation is one of
those huge steps in life
that is the closing of one
chapter and the beginning to another amazing
chapter. Moving on to
an exciting stage of life,
where you will be confronted with opportunities to prove yourself as
a leader, a do-er, and a
tenacious achiever. I am
sure that many of you
have well defined plans
and a general idea of what
will come next in your
life,” she said.
“Some of you likely
have a good idea of what
you would like to do next
and a dream that will likely get you there. A few of
you may just be thankful
that you succeeded to this
point of graduation and
to you congratulations.
The times ahead will be
filled with moments of
excitement and you will
have situations that are
trying and may test your
character and integrity.
In the end, your success
will be determined solely
by you and your personal
determination.”
The National Trail
Board of Education,
Superintendent Fischer,
and Principal McKnight
presented diplomas to the
graduating seniors. Students gifted their families
with flowers in gratitude
for their support and Sharon Corwin led her peers
in the tassel ceremony
before Jesse Biser gave
the closing benediction.
Reach Kelsey Kimbler at 937-6834061 or on Twitter @KKimbler_RH
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Savanna Joan Abner
Mathias Augustine Allen
Ali Rae Bailey
Tye Michael Baker
Sierra Jane Benavente
Jesse Lee Biser
Joshua Paul Bishop
Michael Lucas Bowerman
Logan Adrian Bowers
Evan Faith Byrd
Lily May Carpenter
Caleb Stuart Conatser
Sharon Elizabeth Corwin
Teresa Shin-Ann Lynn Creech
Drake Lee Cunningham
Alexia Mae Dannaker
Makayla Nicole Duffie
Samuel Baxter Dunn
Adam Brent Eyler
Samuel Michael Gabbard
Jacob Albert Gardner
Cheyenne Marie Gillett
Bobbi Jean Grimes
Blake Alexis Hall
Elsie Grace Hall
Samantha Kathlee Hawkins

Brooks Mccoy Henning
Nathan Michael Henning
Travis Andrew Hunt
Lane Christopher Hurd
Daniel David Jennings
Elizabeth Grace Jones
Rachael Renee Kimball
Chloe Shae Kisling
Hunter Andrew Lee
Camden Joseph Leonard
Hunter Steven Lindsey
Elizabeth Anne Melton
Hunter Stephen Michael
Hunter Tylan Keneth Miller
Ian Douglas Miller
Madison Elaine Miller
Kayleigh Jordyn Minner
Delaney Kay Norton
Derek Michael Nugent
Gunner Jacob Nugent
Mallory Lynn Nugent
Carl Ines Osorio
Devin Michael Oswald
William Zachary Page
Kirstin M Pease
Braden Matthew Penley

Kaytla Lee Riggs
Paige Marie Rike
Stetson Cole Rowe
Rockiesha Aloe Sedeno
Tabitha Nicole Shepherd
Evynn Michael Short
Skyler Montana Sisco
Wyatt Christopher Sisco
Miranda Christine Snowden
Quintin Telles Dean Spence
Caitlyn Nicole Stanton
Natalie Ann Steele
Valerie Samantha Stevens
Lexi Mae Stiner
Macel Louise Stowers
Chloe-Olivia Mackenzie Taylor
Samuel Ryan Templin
Daniel Joseph Tirey
Dawson Ray Ward
Miles Gregory Warren
Troy Alexander Watson
Justin Skyler Watts
Jack Thomas Weaver
Colton Alexander Worth
Cole Howard Yount
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‘It made us who we are today’
75 Arrows aim for the future
By Eddie Mowen Jr.

off on our own paths after
today. This will hopefully
bring tears to your eyes,
HAMILTON — “Never joy to your hearts, and
stop being a family,
light to your day.”
because that’s who we are
She continued, “This
at the end of the day.”
group has developed such
That was the message
a bond to understand one
Preble Shawnee’s Allison another and know that
Zornes shared with her
we all have our good, bad,
74 fellow seniors during
and even worse days. As
the Arrows’ commencewe walked through our
ment exercises, held on
white cement walls for
Friday, May 24, at Princfive days every week, we
eton Pike Church of God
knew that something was
in Hamilton.
different about ourselves.
Zornes, class speaker
This class will be rememfor Shawnee’s 2019
graduates, presented her bered for the greatest
classmates with a special reasons, and for that, we
all have become a whole.
video during the cerSo remember, when
emony.
“I once read that memo- you’re walking down the
ries are not the key to the hall and hear someone
screaming in the gym,
past but to the future,”
that’s just Cody Clevenger
she said. “On the night
taking PE way too seribefore our final first day
ous. When you see someof high school, I had an
idea to capture the perso- one wearing a newspaper
nas of every single person dress, that’s Annaliese
Talbott showing everyone
on this stage, including
up. When you notice
our greatest moments.
someone is standing a
This video that is about
whole other five feet
to be shown consists of
above your head, that’s
every single day of our
just Jedd Geisen being
senior year. I took this
Jedd. When you hear of
opportunity as one last
goodbye to my fellow
someone going above and
classmates as we venture beyond to achieve the

emowen@regsiterherald.com
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unheard of, that’s Nicole
Sims coming back from
an almost career-ending
injury.
“But, most of all, when
you hear of individuals
being as memorable as
we are, that’s the Class
of 2019 coming together
not as a group, but as a
family. As we walk out
of here today, our lives
begin. Despite where
we go whether it’s the
military, work force,
healthcare industry, education, or are undecided,
we are family. The video
was just a small part
of everyday we spent
together this year. We
can’t forget about the
great laughs and memories that weren’t able to
be captured. I want to
thank ever single one of
my classmates for giving
me a reason to remember
them,” Zornes added.
Kyle Manley was the
Preble Shawnee Class of
2019’s salutatorian.
“This is a new feeling,”
Manley told his fellow
graduates. “I’m behind
a pulpit in front of this
congregation giving a
sermon. Maybe I ought
to reconsider my future
career as an English
teacher.”
“My friends made sure
that everyday was something new and interesting and the staff at our
schools have personalities
that I don’t think can be
beat by anyone,” he said.
“They gave us all memories that I’m sure we’ll all
carry on.
“We’re a very diverse
group. It’s just kind of
hard to explain straight
up. We’ve been together
for 13 years. Some of us,
maybe, longer or less.
But it doesn’t make any
of us more or less significant than the others.
We all have a place here
and it’s important. We
all have our challenges
coming. Time to let the
training wheels go and
ride alone down our own
path. I have faith in every
last one of these people
behind me can achieve
great things. I cherish all
the good memories I have
with these people.
“We’ve arrived at life’s
doorstep and it’s time we
enter through doorway.
Just remember, always
keep your head up, always
stand back up from a fall
— spread your kindness
to others and shine your
light on the world. Let’s
show the world just how
great we’ll make it. Let’s
be the small class that
makes a big difference.”
Abby Bulach shared covaledictorian honors with
Jenna Lovely.
“About a month ago, I

was told I was going to
be a valedictorian of the
senior class,” Bulach said.
“I was both excited and
nervous because I had
to prepare a speech for
graduation. At the time,
I wasn’t really sure what
I should write about so
I went to various people
for some inspiration.
My mom told me to tell
my class ‘to stay true to
yourself, don’t lose track
of who you are, and of
course, don’t forget to call
your mom.’ When I asked
my sister, she suggested
to talk about some memories our class shares, so
I will do exactly that …
starting with elementary
school, which what feels
like yesterday we were
soaking each other with
water sponges at field
day, getting our names
called at the Camden
bucket drawings for being
a good bucket filler, and
even getting ‘married’
under the playground
tree.
“Then we grew older
and attended West Elkton
Intermediate, where we
threw dance parties in the
hallways, got pretty much
every recess game you
could think of taken away
because we were all just a
little too competitive, and
ended our time there with
the sixth grade dance and
Camp Campbell Gard,”
she continued.
“The most memorable
time from junior high was
while we were in D.C.
and we had to walk eight
blocks, in the not so nice
part of town, to the baseball game because our bus
and the door of a parked
car didn’t get along.
“Then finally we were
entering high school,”
Bulach said. “This is
when we all started to
become our own person
and find our individual
interest, skills, and passions. Some of us joined a
sports team while others
participated in various
clubs. However, together,
we all enjoyed attending
the homecoming and
prom dances, cheering
each other on in the loud
crowds and finishing our
senior years wit ha win
over the teachers in the
student/staff volleyball
game, possibly forcing
them to retire from the
game.
”I would like to say to
my class, as this chapter
comes to an end and the
next one begins … chase
your dreams, no matter
the size, and believe in
yourself in everything you
do,” Bulach told her classmates. “So, as we go our
separate ways, whether
we are continuing our
education at college,

attending a trade school,
going straight into the
workforce, or military,
I know everyone sitting
beside me will be successful, but sometime in the
future we will all be wishing we had just five more
minutes.”
Lovely admitted to
being scared at the initial
thought of speaking to
her classmates.
“I feel very blessed to
have the ability to speak
in front of all of you
tonight but I’m not going
to lie, I was terrified
when I thought about the
fact I was going to have
to talk in front of all you,”
she said. “For those of
you who have known me
my whole life, you know I
used to be extremely shy.
I may not be quite as shy
as I used to be, but let’s
just say I don’t see a lot
of public speaking in my
future.
“Throughout my life
at Preble Shawnee I have
made so many amazing
memories. From all the
crazy times at Camden
then moving to West Elkton and getting to go to
sixth grade camp even if
it pretty much rained the
whole time. Then moving
into junior high and getting to feel so old being
in the same school as all
the big high schoolers.
But also so nervous that
I would forget my locker
combo before I realized
that nobody actually locks
their lockers.
“Some of my most
favorite memories that I
will never forget are winning the SWBL basketball
league with all my friends
in the eighth grade, all
the home football games
getting hyped up by the
band, school dances with
the most amazing date,
winning the powder puff
football game, winning
sectionals for soccer and
so many more unbelievable memories,” she continued.
“The fact that Preble
Shawnee is such a small
community is something
I love. Some of you graduating may not be able to
wait to get out of this
town and move on but
personally I can’t wait to
come back after college,”
Lovely continued. “I can
honestly say that I know
everyone that I’m graduating with. I believe this
is such a rare and special
opportunity. We share
bonds together with not
only our classmates but
with each individual
teacher. It is so important
to be able to learn in such
a positive and safe environment.
“There are so many
classes I learned so much

from and others that I
will never forget just
because they were fun,
like Advanced PE and
of course my AP Study
Hall, which was for sure
the best study hall ever.
Personally, I was so happy
I was able to spend my
high school years at Preble Shawnee. We have all
spent these years in different and unique ways.
We have all had different
experiences that have
shaped us into who we
are today.
“Now that high school
is officially over we finally
have the opportunity to
make our own decisions
on what we chose to do
for the rest of our lives,”
Lovely said.
“Overall, I think that
tonight is a night to look
back on the amazing
memories that we have
made over the years,” She
concluded. “Enjoy this
and take it all in. Then
think of all that we’ve
overcome and remember
to never give up on what
you want. If I was to give
you one piece of advice it
would be to treasure this
moment today, take it all
in, because this is what
the songs are written
about. This is the youth
you can’t get back, the
friendships and memories
that will last a lifetime.
Never forget where you
came from because it
made us who we are
today.”
“Class of 2019, the possibilities are endless for
what you can accomplish
in this world,” Dr. Matt
Bishop, Superintendent,
said. “Before going out
and leaving your mark
please remember that
life is full of choices.
When you have to choose
between love and hate,
choose love. When you
have to choose between
hard work and the easy
way out, choose hard
work. When you have to
choose between honesty
and lying, choose honesty. Choose inclusion
over bigotry, integrity
over shallowness, hope of
fear, strength over weakness, compassion over
heartlessness, self reliance over assistance and
positively over negativity.
Choose the things that
will make you a better
person, a better brother
or sister, a better friend
or neighbor. Your life will
be filled with moments
when you will be defined
by the choices you make.
Do your very best every
day,” he encouraged the
graduates.
Reach Eddie Mowen Jr. at 937-6834056 or on Twitter @emowen_RH
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2019 Preble Shawnee Graduates
Frederick Calvin Leeth IV
Jenna Dalee Lovely
Bejamin David Lykins
Dakota Linda Lue Mabry
Kyle Layne Manley
Mekayla Ann Matthews
Alexis Marie McCain
Adam Forrest McClurg
Katie Ann McIntosh
Shaylee Nevaeh Marie Neal
Joseph Michael Earl Newton
Brittany Makailia Pack
Alaina Rose Paxton
Jenna Kay Reed
Alivia Kaylynne Reek
Kerria Renee Rickard
Logan James Roark
Madison Claire Robertson
Madison Renae Rose

Joshua Ryan Rothwell
Katelynn Renee Russell
Nicole Renee’ Sims
Lauren MacKenzie Smith
Matthew Wendell Floyd Sparrow
Jordan Ray Allen Stubbs
Shelby Huston Sturdivant
Annaliese Gabriele Talbott
Bryson Skyler Trantanella
Skyler Ryan Tuin
Breanna Louise Via
Jordan Christopher Wells
Brenden Travis Whisman
Cameron Joseph Wood
Mariah Jane Wood
Brenna Elaine Woodard
Hunter Cole Woodruff
Allison Maurine Zornes

Congratulations to the class of 2019!!
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Ashlyn Brooke Elkins
Jane Elizabeth Feck
Tristan LeAnne Finney
Cameron Jason Gadd
Jedd Thomas Geisen
Luke Howard Geisen
Devon Scott Hacker
Kaleana Marie Hager
Tanner Scott Hammonds
Jacob Cole Haney
Joshua David Hatmaker, Jr.
Nicholar William Hibbard
Honathan Albert Hicks
Logan Marie Hollon
Tara Marie Howard
Noah Bryan James
Matthew Edward Johnson
Shelbie Grace Jones
Charles Edward Kincaid

OH-70132233

Sean Kaylee Allen
Carley Ann Asher
Morgan Mary Denise Blair
Brianna Jean Blanton
Kirsten Leeann Boone
Johnathan Robert Bown
Abigail Marie Bulach
Robert Michael Burns
Kaylie Elizabeth Campbell
Carol Ann Cappel
John Kenneth Carter, Jr.
Nathan Clay Chesnut
Cody Richard Clevenger
Mattison Sue Colby
Brayden Jay Cole
Haley Cheyanne Doan
Jayden Matthew Dobbins
Bailey Diane Downard
Logan Taylor Duncan

S t a n’ s OVER 31 YRS EXPERIENCE
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Congratulations
2019 Graduates!
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TCN grads will ‘continue to write their story’
82 graduate during North commencement

you want to do or not,
nothing is permanent.
We can change our minds
and change them again
By Eddie Mowen Jr.
celebrated during commight be the last time
because this a time to
emowen@aimmediamidwest.com
mencement exercises held some of us see each other figure out who we are
at Salem Church of God
for a while, so make you
and explore everything
CLAYTON — “We
in Clayton.
last moments count.”
life has to offer. Life will
have great things to look
“Guys, we finally made
Seven members of the
carry us in many different
forward to from these
it,” Salutatorian Mary
graduating class were rec- directions and we may
young men and women,” Grace Toth told her felognized as co-valedictori- not know exactly where
Superintendent Bill
low students. “As we
ans: Madison Cox, Riley
we are going or what the
Derringer told those in
approach the next chapter Cruse, Mason Dreischarf,
outcome will be but never
attendance at Tri-County in our lives we shouldn’t
Sean Finnigan, Megan
give up on trying to do
North High School’s
forget about all that we
Herbert, Tessah Knisley
what you really want.
graduation ceremony last have here. Remember
and
Kimberly
Stacey.
Whatever you do, do it
Thursday, May 30.
how it felt when you
“First
and
foremost,
with a passion of love and
“It’s hard to believe that played your first varsity
you will never go wrong.
it’s been 13 years ago that game and also remember thank you to every
single person that has
“Now at the end of our
I took over as superinten- how it felt when you
high school career we
dent of Tri-County Local played your last. Remem- helped get me to this
exact moment in time,”
have the opportunity to
Schools. So I’ve had the
ber when you got the role
take on the world and
pleasure of watching this you always wanted in the Cox said. “Thank you a
to pursue our passions,”
class grow and mature in school play. Remember all million times over. You
Cruse continued. “We
those 13 years. It has also the good times and all the believed in me from the
start and I am more than have the opportunity to
been a pleasure to watch bad, because without all
take the skills we have
this class take the lead in those times you wouldn’t ready to take the world
by storm no matter where learned and work towards
organizations at school,
be who you are today.
I end up. My name, hope- creating the life we have
in athletics, in their
“This new chapter we
fully, will go down in his- always wanted. Today
churches, and in commu- are heading into is scary
tory thanks to all of your marks the end the chapnity groups. I have been
and exciting all at the
efforts no matter how big ter but not the end of
impressed by their desire same time. But always
or small of an impact was story. We will continue
to give of themselves so
remember where you
made.”
to write our story while
that others may be better came from and what
Cruse reminded her
looking back on our past
equipped to deal with the helped you get to where
classmates nothing is per- and remembering all of
challenges of life,” Derrin- you are today,” Toth
manent.
the good times we have
ger continued. “This class continued. “Tri-County
“The questions we
had with our fellow classnot only presents its self
North has been a part
have been asked the
mates in this community.”
with academic, artistic
of all of your lives and
most these past four
“I’ve changed a lot
and athletic talent, they
we shouldn’t just forget
years is what do you
since middle school and
come to us with dedicaabout it now that we’re
all that. I guess we all
tion to serve each other
moving on. I am proud to want to be after high
school and what are you
and their community.”
have,” Finnigan said.
say that I am part of this
Tri-County North’s 82
class. We made it through future plans?”Cruse said. “Back in middle school
high school together. This “Whether you know what I really didn’t do all that
graduating seniors were

much. Mostly, stayed
aside, sat around and
played video games. Nerd
stuff. Never really had
any idea what I wanted to
do with my life. My sister,
who told me to refer to
her as ‘amazing’ in my
speech, would always joke
that I would end up living
in our parents’ basement.
We don’t even have a
basement. But I’ve come
along way since then. I’m
still a massive nerd, but
you get the point, I go
outside — sometimes.
“I’ve become who I am
today, mostly, because of
my friends around me,”
he added. “I cannot give
enough credit to how
much my friends have
shaped my life.”
“As we sit here, we asks
ourselves, how did we
get here?” Herbert noted.
“While there are no definitive answers there are
some important aspects
that helped us. From our
parents pushing us to be
the absolute best we can
be. To the teachers and
staff who continuously
go the extra miles to see
us succeed. From those
who grew up in broken
homes where some days
were better than others
or those with aggravating
older siblings that made
lasting impressions on
their teachers because

they slept in their class
and the teacher believes
they’ll do the same. And
those, who may not have
known each other their
whole lives, but have
created an unbreakable
bond. Like the ones who
call you mom, because in
a way, they really are your
kids.”
“Although, we all have
our differences, there’s
one definitive thing we
have in common – we
never gave up,” Herbert
continued. “We fought to
be sitting in these seats
and to receive a diploma.
As we walk down the
aisles today we will no
longer be high school
students. We will be athletes, musicians, actors,
engineers and teachers.
But we will remain in
each others hearts for its
impossible to forget such
a large part of our lives.
We walk out different
men and women — better men and women — all
because the people before
us, next to us and behind
us.
“We’ve made it to the
second biggest step of our
life. The first is surviving your older brother’s
WWE phase or math —
both equally challenging,”
she quipped.
Reach Eddie Mowen Jr. at 937-6834056 or on Twitter @emowen_RH

2019 Tri-County North Graduates
Larkyn K. Alley
Daniel Ray Baker II
Shyanna Sue Baker
Dylan Reed Bateman
Alexander Michael Boggs
Brian Shane Bowman Jr.
Spencer Evan Brehm
Jacob Nixon Brown
Amy Jean Busse
Sydney Jean Carmean
Kayla Genay Collins
Ryan Montana Combs
Erin Elizabeth Callan Cordell
Grace Ann Cox
Madison Faye Cox
Cole Duante Croucher
Riley Nicole Cruse

Dylan Lee Curtin
Noah Jay Daugherty
Rachael Marie Dempsey
Liam Robert Downing
Mason Alan Dreischarf
Chayse Wyatt Eby
Faith Cassandra Estep
Clayton David Finney
Sean Patrick Finnigan
Gavin David Frantz
Bailey Louis Garber
Grace Elizabeth George
Patience Noel Getter
Braden Jacob Gray
Taylor Marie Green
Kyristin Ahsley Nicole Haney
Nicholas Scott Harrod
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Claudia Ruth Hawkins
Hunter Dale Heck
Joshua Dean Heindl
Megan Dianne Herbert
Logan Keith Holt
Wyatt Edward Hutchins
Jarod Michael Isaacs
Preseton William Jackson
Ja’Vesha Ja’Leya Jarmon
Brandon Lee Jewett
Mykenzy Nickol Lynn Keener
Tessah Joleigh Knisley
Zane Garrett Krull
Preston Clay Lairson
Caitlin Elizabeth Lee
Preston Kelly Lipinski
Philip Albert Lockwood

Christian Jonathan
Douglas Mackellar
Jasmine Anne McAdams
Aleah Renee Alemania
McAdams-Belgar
Rivers Dawn McShirley
Kali May Meyers
Jeffery Alan Moore II
Ethan Scott Musgrave
Tayah Michole Napier
Blake Ryan Noble
Francesco Raimondi
Kerrah Jane Reese
Jacob Alan Roesle
Kyle Adam Root
Gabrielle Leanne Rupp
Taylor Renee Schumacher

Gustavo Duarte e Silva
Gavin Micahel Sines
Brandon Scott Smeltzer
Cahse Wayne Sollenberger
Kimberly Danielle Stacey
Janie Nocle Stannard
Brian Keither Stinson Jr.
Alex Patrick Stoner
Mary-Grace Toth
Randall- Kyle VanZant
Harry James Wagner
Emma Carol Watson
Casey Lee Whipp
Collin David Whipp
Kassandra Rayanne Willard
Wyatt Patrick Woodyard
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T VS sends 77 seniors off to their futures
counts sometimes.”
Valedictorian Jake
Byrne opened his speech
by thanking parents,
grandparents, families,
and staff at Twin Valley Community Local
Schools. He then spent
some time reflecting on
his years at Twin Valley
South.
“Most of us have been
in this school district
since kindergarten, so
let’s take it back 13 years
ago. Back to the first day
of school and the commencement of all our
journeys. Parents and
grandparents walked us
to the bus stops and by
that afternoon CVS and
Walgreen’s across the
county were developing
hundreds of pictures of
our cute little faces,” he
said.
“For the next six years
we were blessed with
recess, AR reading and
reading logs, and racing
our best friends through
the inflatables for the last
week field day. Elementary school as an important stepping stone on
the path to our academic
careers. I think we can all
agree that middle school
was an awkward time

for the most of us, so for
the sake of everyone we
can acknowledge that
and skip over those three
years of rocky roads.
“By this point in our
story there are now nine
years behind us as we
stepped into freshmen
orientation. We were
unopened textbooks, pencils not yet sharpened,
with hearts still raw and
unknowing as to what
the coming years would
hold. The future is more
real and honest and pressing in this moment than
it has seemed since that
first year. Today is the
merger of those roads
becoming one, those
schools — elementary,
middle, and high school
— coming together.”
Valedictorian Chase
Denlinger began his
speech by thanking teachers and his family personally, naming contributions
to his life and acknowledging their role in his
story. He also had some
words for his classmates
at the end of his speech.
“As we walk out of
this door, some of us will
never meet again. Most of
us have been together for
as long as we can remem-

ber, so this step of life is
new to everybody. I offer
the advice to never forget
where you came from.
Focus on what you have
learned and put it to good
use. I wish you all nothing but the best,” he said.
“My final thought is a
quote from Naval Ravikant, ‘Your goal in life
is to find out the people
who need you the most,
to find out the business
that needs you the most,
to find the people and
the art that needs you the
most. There is something
out there just for you.’”
The fourth and final
valedictorian was Nathan
Osborn, who also spent
time thanking his family
and teachers personally.
“Every day has 1,440
minutes. That means we
have 1,400 daily opportunities to make a positive
impact. So I would like
to recognize those who
used up their own minutes making a positive
impact on me,” he said.
“Graduates, tomorrow
when we wake up, we will
find ourselves on different
paths. Some will prepare
to go to college and some
will start careers, but we
will all move forward. I

believe I speak for many
when I say I am thankful that the beginning
chapters of my life were
spent with these amazing
people. Also, how lucky
we are to have this room
full of so many to encourage us.
“Those of you that
know me well, know that
I am a fan of the TV show
‘The Office.’ So I thought
it would be fitting to
share this quote by Andy
Bernard, in the spirit of
our final day together. ‘I
wish there was a way to
know you’re in the good
ole days before you’ve
actually left them.’”
During the ceremony,
$921,678 in scholarship
money was awarded to
graduating seniors by
various presenters.
Twin Valley South
Band and Choir each performed. An appreciation
ceremony was led by the
seniors, who presented
flowers to their loved
ones in thanks for all they
have done.
Reach Kelsey Kimbler at 937-6834061 or on Twitter @KKimbler_RH
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sad, but just know this is
only the beginning of the
rest of our lives,” he said.
LIBERTY TOWNSHIP
“The best is yet to
— Twin Valley South
come, and we can do anyHigh School held its
thing we set our minds
55th commencement cer- to — except, sorry to
emony on Thursday, May break it to you, Kyrie —
30, and 77 seniors turned become a professional
their tassels and became
baseball player. No matter
TVS graduates.
if you loved or hated the
Class President
last four years, we can
Madison Blair welcomed all say we learned some
guests and led the crowd important lessons from
in prayer. High School
our time in high school.
Principal Scott Cottingim
“Some of us learned the
introduced esteemed
importance of good study
guests in the crowd and
habits, some of us learned
recognized staff for their how to be responsible,
contributions in the grad- and some of us learned
uates’ lives.
not to yell certain words
There were four valeduring lunch. It was the
dictorians in the TVS
best of times and yes,
class of 2019 who all
occassionally, it was the
had the opportunity to
worst of times. But nevaddress their peers.
ertheless, I want to give
First, William Bowman all of my peers a huge
invoked wisdom from Dr. congratulations, I know it
Seuss and spoke to his fel- wasn’t always easy.
low graduates about their
“Some of you are my
time spent together.
best friends, some of you
“It is hard to know
I have known for more
whether you should be
than 12 years, and others,
smiling or crying on days not so much, but that’s
like this, but I think the
okay. This isn’t goodbye,
great Dr. Seuss answered it’s see ya later. I wish
it best when he said,
you all the best of luck. I
‘Don’t cry because it’s
know you will all do great
things, or at least you’ll
over, smile because it
happened.’ It’s okay to be try to. It’s the thought the

kkimbler@registerherald.com
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2019 Graduates!!
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2019 Twin Valley South Graduates
Brooklynn Nicole Allen
Makayla Marie Carol Allen
Abigail Lane Bailey
Austin Levi Baker
Courtney Grace Ballinger
Jayden Thomas Bassler
Madison Nicole Blair
Tazia Lynn Blaylock
William Bartlett Bowman
Connor Jacob Bradley
Malachi A. Burig
Jake Riley Byrne
Maegan Gail Carson
Cade Mitchell Carter
Isaac Nili Clark
Thane Michael Class

Ryan Scott Coffey
Joseph Brack Conley
Logan Michael Cook
Malorie Jo-Ellen Cook
Kaleb Isaac Cornett
Cade Scott COttingim
Kinsey Amanda Grace Crowe
Devin Andrew Crumbaker
Chase Andrew Denlinger
Nathan Lee Espey
Rylee Nicole Fisher
Caleb R. Gallaher
Rylie Kristine Gearhart
Michael D. Hager
Brooklynn Joe Harrod
Nicholas William Heindl

Curtis Scott Hittle
Cameron Scott Holloway
Kadin Lee Holp
Jacob Matthew Homan
Hayden Ashley Howard
Emily Allyne Hudgens
Grace Lynn Johnson
Madison Lee Johnson
Scott Andrew Kramer
Joshua Richard Kurpe
Tommy Austin Lafone
Julia Ingram Loch
Jacob Michael London
Jodi Rose Mackie
Jessica Marie McCoy
Sidney Rometta Mowell

Chandler James Napier
Nathan Daniel Osborn
Joshua Chance Parks
Alexia Rae Patriarca
Meadow ElizabethMercedes Perry
Brandon Tyler David Reynolds
Sean Richard Rike
Abigail Louise Robertson
Erik Alexander Shank
Cole Hunter Shannon
Mikayla Ann Shaw
Cooper Colonel-Ray Shockey
Samuel Jonathan Shortes
Smantha Faye Skidmore
Colin David Spaeth

Joshua M. Spencer
David Benjamin Sutton
Eric Lee Tebbe
Devyn Nikohl Thomas
Dustin Tyler Tims
Lauren Rae Todd
Wesley Todd VanZant
Kassidy Ranae Whaley
Levin Dale White
Evelyn Paige Woodgeard
Brandan Allen Wright
Wesley Shannon Wylie Jr.
Joshua Michael Wyson
Brianna Caitrin Yount

Congratulations
and Best Wishes to
the class of 2019
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